Day One:
 UTC:
 Record: 5 vocabulary words from UTC Study Guide Chapters 11-13 (website Week 13 Handouts)
 Preview: UTC Chapters 11-13 Study Guide Questions, Analysis, and Dig Deeper. Website @ Week 13 Handouts
 Read: UTC Chapter 11 -

Day Two:
 UTC
 Read: UTC Chapter 12 - Take notes in your book as you read
 *Journal: Two pages about chapter 11 & 12. Analyze (examine the parts) characters, setting, and conflict in your journal.

Day Three:
 UTC
 Read: UTC Chapter 13
 Discuss: with a family member or a classmate ALL of the questions under Questions section from UTC S.G., Chapter 11-13. Discussion partner initials ________.

Day Four:
 UTC
 *Answer: Analysis 14a, 15, &16 and Dig Deeper 18 - 20 from UTC Ch. 11-13 Study Guide.
 *Group 1 Write-Using the handout "Bloom's Critical Thinking Cue Questions, write a discussion question from your reading of UTC Chapters 11-13. Write down the question and your answer. Come to class prepared to discuss your question.
 *Group 2 Select-a quote you find significant from UTC Chapters 11-13. Your quote should address one of the Critical Thinking Cues from the "Bloom's Critical Thinking Cue Questions". Write down the Chapter and Page # of the quote and your thoughts on it. Bring it to class and be prepared to share.

Week of Jan 7-
 Before you come to class, please review your journaling and Study Guide answers so that you are ready to discuss Chapters 6-13 in class Jan 9 or 12.

Honors Option: None
History Option: None